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Born down in a dead man’s town
The first kick I took was when I hit the ground
You end up like a dog that’s been beat too much
Till you spend half your life just covering up
Bruce Springsteen “Born in the USA”

Famous Lies

Covering Up
Yudelkis’ face blushed
bright red as she struggled
to explain why she was finding the resume
assignment
impossible. She
had come to America on a
raft three years ago, and had
worked as a maid “cleaning
toilets,” before landing a
more respectable job distributing automotive parts.
After discussing how to
modify her essay, Yudelkis
was able to recast her experience as a maid, stressing
the fact she had sold her
client list to someone else,
and therefore adding a more
entrepreneurial flavor to it.
In fact, telling jokes, lively
intonation, and stretching
the truth are hallmarks of
English mastery. But many
students need to be guided
in how to expand on their
written and oral resumes, if
they are to be successful in
obtaining the American
dream.

Lying in Second Language

Steven Donahue maintains
that the ability to play with
the truth is an essential skill
in language acquisition
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Indeed, reinventing one’s
self is a solid American tradition stretching back to the
first encounters at Ellis Island
where immigrants truncated
names to accommodate
English ears. Apparently,
there is no shame in telling a
good lie: in England, each
year, a contest is held at The
Bridge Inn in Santon Bridge,
to award the title of ‘The
Biggest Liar in the World.’
As an indication of how
prevalent lying is, there are a
number of synonyms for it.

Slang

Standard English

Lie through one’s teeth
Prevaricate
Pull the wool over one’s eyes
Malinger
Speak with a forked tongue
Mendacious
Zig zag
Falsehood
Stretch the truth
Untruth
Fib
Fabricate

One of the most famous
lies was told in 1998 when
President Bill Clinton held a
White House press conference and stated: “I want you
to listen to me. I’m going to
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say this again: I did not have sexual
relations with that woman, Miss
Lewinsky.” According to the
National Health Museum, Clinton’s
fib “[. . .] was associated with a
remarkable increase in 20 of the 23
verbal and nonverbal signs measured in the study. Half of the signs
increased more than 100 percent.”
Aristotle, Plato, and St. Thomas
Aquinas all discussed lying. Mark
Twain noted that, “There are 869
forms of lying.”
Generally, lies fall on a spectrum
from harmless to harmful. Common
lies are white lies, promotional lies,
and protective lies.
■ White lies make other feel better,
such as complimenting a
woman’s new hair-do, even if
it is less than ravishing.
■ Promotional lies are told to make
a speaker look better. For example, buffing up prior work experience during a job interview.
■ Protective lies are intended to
shield someone. A secretary
telling a caller that the boss is
in a meeting

Like it or not, lying is a part of
language and needs to be mastered
or at least recognized on the route
to fluency, so it warrants classroom
time, however, take care not to
place too much emphasis on it or
you will never know whose dog
really did eat their homework.
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Lying in a Second Language

Lying Activities in the Classroom

Although it may not be morally correct, the fact
is that students may benefit from being able to
adapt the truth to use language to their best advantage. It is also difficult for non-native speakers of a
language to recognize when they are being
deceived, so attention should be paid to lying signs.
In Never Be Lied to Again, David J. Lieberman, PhD
informs readers, “How to get to the truth in five minutes or less in any conversation,” by paying attention to ten verbal and physical signs of lying.

1. In the speech class, students are asked to
state three facts about themselves, one of
which is an untruth. They are instructed to
key attentive listeners into the lie by exhibiting one of the verbal or gesture clues which
indicate a fib.
2. In the writing class, students are directed
to recast their bios by stretching the truth in a
favorable and undetectable way. Usually this
is a matter of verbiage.
3. For classification essays, students can
write about the three types of lies: White lies,
Promotional lies, and Protective lies.
4. When late or absent students come into the
classroom, the teacher should ask them, in
front of the class, why they are late or were
absent. Students then decide the veracity of
the student’s statement.

Verbal Clues of Lying

1 CONTRACTIONS
Expanding contractions. “It’s” or “I didn’t” indicates
truthfulness. “It is” or “I did not” can mean a lie.
Example: “I did not cheat on the test.”
2 PAUSING
Taking too much time between words or sentences.
Inserting too many non-words: “uh”; “er”; “ah”; “you
know.”
Example: “I ah did ah not ah cheat ah on the test.”
3 SPEECH ERRORS
Making grammar, pronoun, or tense mistakes.
Saying, “You do not do that,” when meaning “I didn’t do that.”
Teacher: “Did you cheat on the test?”
Student: “ You don’t cheat on a test.”
4 TONGUE TIED
If a speaker stutters, mumbles, stammers, or loses track of thoughts,
this may indicate lying. Example: “I di di di did not do that.”
5 THROAT SOUNDS
If a speaker frequently clears the throat, sighs heavily, or coughs, it could be an indication of lying.
Example: “Ahhh... I did not cheat Ahhh .. on the test.”
6 MODIFIERS
If a person adds words or phrases such as, Frankly, Honestly,
Truthfully, Let me be perfectly clear, or In Truth, this can indicate lying.
Example: “Honestly, I did not cheat on the test.”
7 PHRASING
Repeating the question can be an indication of lying.
Teacher: “Did you cheat on the test?”
Student: “ Did I teach on the test?”
8 VERBALIZING
If a person begins a reply beginning with words such as, “You know I would never lie about something so important,” or “I would never lie about that,” beware this could be a sign of lying.
Teacher: “Did you cheat on the test?”
Student: “ Teacher, you know I would never cheat on a test!”
9 INTONATION
Rising intonation at the end of a declarative statement can be a sign of a lie:
Example: “I did not cheat on the test.” (rising at end like a question.)
10 OMISSION
If a speaker de-personalizes a story and puts it in the third person, they may be inventing it.
Example: “I was born in NY. The mom worked as a lawyer. The brother went to Harvard.”
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5. During lectures, the teacher can insert
a lie, and then scratch the nose to see
how many students pick up that it was a
fib. Like, “There will be a major test on
Friday. “ (Scratch nose).
6. For vocabulary, review the key words
and synonyms for lying: be untruthful,
beguile, break promise, bull, con, concoct, deceive, delude, dissemble, dissimulate, distort, dupe, equivocate, exaggerate, fabricate, fake, falsify, fib, forswear,
frame, fudge, invent, jazz, jive, make
believe, malign, misguide, misinform, misinstruct, mislead, misrepresent, misspeak,
misstate, overdraw, palter, perjure, pervert, phony up, plant, prevaricate, promote, put on, queer, snow, soft-soap,
string along, victimize.
7. Search the internet for jokes on lying.
Examples:
Q: Why shouldn’t you believe a person in
bed? A: Because he is lying.
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Physical Clues of Lying
1 EYES
Averting the eyes, avoiding eye contact, looking at the floor can be interpreted as untruthfulness
2 HANDS
Hand wringing, interlocking the fingers, not pointing with the index finger can signal a lie.
3 ARMS/LEGS
Crossing arms or legs or sitting back in a chair can indicate a lie.
4 SHRUGGING
Shrugging shoulders or flipping the palms of the hands can indicate a lie.
5 SWALLOWING
Excessive swallowing, hiccups, or drinking liquids before speaking can be signs of mendacity.
6 FACE TOUCHING
Scratching the nose, back of the neck, or tugging on a collar, ear, or the hair can mean a lie.
7 HANDLING
If a speaker handles pencils, paper, Kleenex, or other objects, this can mean a lie is underway.
8 BLINKING
If a person stares too long, or blinks too much, this can indicate lying.
9 LIPS
Tightening, licking, puckering or whistling, can mean a lie is being said.
10 SMILING/LAUGHING
Smiling or laughing too much can mean the person is lying.
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